Testimonial of my attendance at the Summer Solstice June
2012 at Montcabirol France
This is a true and accurate account of what I witnessed in the company of
four Physical Mediums and their circle leaders, Tom Morris and Kevin
Lawrenson, Joanne Marie Timothy and Ann Morris, Warren Caylor, Isabelle
Duchene.
I arrived with the Medium Joanne and Ann her circle leader, all three of us
arriving from UK to Carcassonne Airport, an hours drive to Montcabirol for a
quick cup of tea, then of with Tom to Toulouse Airport to pick up Warren
Caylor, then a full house of mediums was had.
The first night after we had finished our welcome meal, which is a tradition
that Tom makes for all the guests who attend Montcabirol, we where asked if
everyone would like to visit the Séance room, everyone was more than eager,
it was such a wonderful experience to sit in the energy of pure love of spirit,
As we were sitting enjoying the energy Tom went into trance and the voice of
John Sloan came through and welcomed us all and informed us all that this
week was going to very memorable and personal for everyone, truly
wonderful talk to us all, and also Isabelle went in to trance and Red Cloud
came through and spoke to us all, what a wonderful unexpected welcome for
us.
Next day was our first séance with Isabelle and her main guide Red Cloud,
(which has been recorded so that everyone has the chance to join in with
each sitting ) just sit in the darkness or dim light, put on some ear phones and
just put your selves in the same room that we sat and listen, We the sitters
can give our own each individual experience as to how we felt, the emotions,
the sounds close by, right next to us, behind us, the sounds and feelings of
spirit so close, seeing the movement of tables moving around the room at
great speed , the agility of everything is just beyond our words, there is no
human being alive on this earth who could do what we all witnessed, the
movements and sounds of musical instruments, the spirit lights that we saw,
the whole three different séances, the levitations, the walking of spirit among
us, being touched by spirit, so many of us was touched by spirit, the sound of
spirit walking up to and talking with a sitter, you have to be there to feel that
for your self, and you know what, it is open there for everyone, Montcabirol
has opened their doors for everyone to receive the chance to sit in the
company of spirit, to witness for themselves all that we witnessed and
enjoyed this week in company of pure love from spirit.
The Indian dance that happened after the séance of Tom, after hearing the
sound of John Sloan, Irene Simms , Phil Starr and Yellow Cloud gave us all
wonderful answer to questions and personal help with own development, as I
am a novice to physical mediumship, less than 12 months, this was a lot for

me to take in and understand what was happening, when you are listening to
people around you of what they are seeing, hearing sensing, I felt lost at
times, but I understand as so many has mediumistic skills that all their senses
are being used and they get the full benefit of what spirit has given them, so
any mediums out there in their development that have the gift, to see spirit,
hear spirit, and talk with spirit, everyone of you would have the time of your
lives.
I was lucky enough to sense at the Indian Dance the feeling and sound of
Indians coming from behind me and walking into middle of the room, the
feeling and sound of Indians dancing behind me, there was drums sitting in
the middle of the room and there was drumsticks that had luminous tabs on
them, you see the drumsticks floating in mid air, you know spirit are holding
them and playing down on the drums, truly amazing and wonderful, then to
hear all four mediums go into trance, their guides come through and talk with
us all and to each other was history in the making, the first time in the history
of Physical Mediumship that four great Native American Indians spoke to
each other in the company of us very privileged human beings, to hear the
voices by direct voice of Red Cloud, Yellow Cloud, Yellow Feather and Crazy
Horse was truly amazing, the most wonderful experience and again the next
night to hear them all in the darkness of the night, lit only by the fire, to see
four Native American Indians share a peace pipe, being smoked and passed
to each other in turn, you could see the transfiguration on the faces of the
mediums as their guides changed into who they where, it was another truly
amazing sight, then all the sitters where asked to throw a handful of pine
needle onto the fire, all of us where privileged to each handle and hold onto
the peace pipe for few minutes, to think of a loved one in spirit and then to
hand the pipe to the next sitter and watch as it went round the circle of pure
love from spirit, the sound of when Red Cloud, Yellow Cloud, Crazy Horse
and Yellow Feather talking to each other with as much banter as we do on the
earth plane, but the loudness of the voices was as such, that you could hear
the echoes go down the valley from where we were sitting, what a sound, I
hope you hear it as we did in the recording.
The most amazing part of the whole night was near to the end, we sat in
silence watching the flames when all of a sudden, Red Cloud stood up with
his arms raised high and bellowed ( WIND ) in an instant a powerful
whooshing gust hit the center of the fire, lifting embers high then it blew direct
to my left straight down a gap in-between two chairs and it was gone, truly,
truly amazing, words can not describe what we all saw, felt and touched us in
our hearts, spirit are just so wonderful to be in their company, I wish more
people could witness and feel what we all experienced. Listening to all the
recordings will help in some way.
This is a true, genuine and accurate account of what I witnessed and was
part of at Montcabirol June 2012, I wish I had the words to explain all what
happened, sadly we on earth do not have the words that spirit deserve.

Tom Kerr

P.S.
I can only vouch again for what Olaf said in his testimony, I hope he does not
mind me repeating it again, but his words sum it up for me also.
If spiritual seekers ever get an opportunity to visit Montcabirol to witness
Physical Mediumship in its purest and strongest form, it will be a life changing
experience in the most positive and purest imaginable way.
You also have six wonderful recordings to listen too
Tom Kerr

